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General instructions:      
a) All questions are compulsory. 
b) The question paper consists of 30 questions divided into four sections A, B, C & D. 
c) Section A contains 6 questions of 1 mark each. Section B contains 6 questions of 2 marks 

each. Section C contains 10 questions of 3 marks each. Section D contains 8 questions of 4 
marks each. 

d) There is no overall choice. However, an internal choice has been provided in four 
questions of 3 marks each and three questions of 4 marks each. You have to attempt only 
one of the alternatives in all such questions. 

e) Use of calculators is not permitted. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Section-A   

Question numbers 1 to 6 carry 1 mark each 

1. The decimal expansion of the rational number 79/23 54will terminate after how many 
places of decimal. 

2. Find the value of k for which one root of the quadratic equation kx2 + 14x + 8 = 0 is six 
times the other. 

3. Find if 100 is a term of the A.P. 25, 28, 31,………….. or not      

4. Find the perpendicular distance of A(5, 12) from the y-axis 

5. If triangle ABC is similar to triangle DEF such that 2AB = DE and BC = 8 cm, then find EF. 

6. If A + B = 90 and sec A = 5/3, the find the value of cosec B 

Section-B   
Question numbers 7 to 12 carry 2 marks each 

7. The length, breadth and height of a room are 8m 50cm, 6m 25cm and 4m 75cm 
respectively. Find the length of the longest rod that can measure the dimensions of the 
room exactly. 

8. If the sum of first n terms of an A.P. is given by Sn = 3n2 + 2n, find the nth term of the A.P. 

9. For what value of p will the following pair of linear equations have infinitely many 
solutions? 

(p - 3)x + 3y = p; px + py = 12 



10. If the distances of P(x, y) from the points A(3, 6) and B(-3, 4) are equal, prove that 3x + y 
= 5 

11. Harpreet tosses two different coins simultaneously. What is the probability that she gets  

i. At least one head? 

ii. One head and one tail? 

12. One card is drawn from a well shuffled deck of 52 cards. Find the probability of getting 

i. A non face card 

ii. A black King 

Section-C   
Question numbers 13 to 22 carry 3 marks each 

13. Prove that n2 – n is divisible by 2 for every positive integer n. 

14. Find the zeros of the quadratic polynomial 5x2 + 8x – 4 and verify the relationship 
between the zeros and coefficients of the polynomial. 

15. 4 chairs and 3 tables cost Rs 2100 and 5 chairs and 2 tables cost Rs 1750. Find the cost of 

one chair and one table separately. 

16. Find the ratio in which the point (-3, p) divides the line segment joining the points (-5, -4) 
and (-2, 3). Hence find the value of p 

OR 

Prove that the points (7, 10), (-2, 5) and (3, -4) are the vertices of an isosceles right 
triangle. 

17. Prove that the area of the equilateral triangle described on the side of a square is half of 
the area of the equilateral triangle described on its diagonal. 

OR 

In the given figure PQ  BA and PR   CA. If PD = 12 cm, find BD X CD 

 

18. Two tangents TP and TQ are drawn to a circle with center O, from an external point P. 
Prove that ∠PTQ = 2 ∠OPQ. 

  



19. If xSin3θ + yCos3θ = Sinθ Cosθ and xSinθ = yCosθ.  Prove that x2 + y2 = 1. 

OR 

Prove that (Cotθ - Cosecθ)2 = (1 – Cosθ) / (1 + Cosθ) 

20. ABCD is a trapezium of area 24.5 cm2.  In it, AD   BC, ∠DAB = 90°, AD = 10 cm, BC = 4 cm. 

If ABE is a quadrant of a circle, find the area of the shaded region. (π = 22/7)  

 

21. A conical vessel with base radius 5 cm, height 24 cm is full of water.  This water is 
emptied into a cylindrical vessel of base radius 10 cm.  Find the height to which the 
water will rise in the cylindrical vessel. (π = 22/7) 

OR 

A farmer connects a pipe of internal diameter of 20 cm from a canal into a cylindrical 
tank in his field, which is 10 m in diameter and 2 m deep.  If water flows through the 
pipe at the rate of 3 km/hour, in how much time will the tank be filled? 

22. The mean of the following distribution is 48 and sum of all the frequencies is 50. Find the 
missing frequencies x and y. 

Class  20 – 30 30 – 40 40 – 50 50 – 60 60 – 70 

Frequency      8       6       x      11       y 

Section-D   
Question numbers 23 to 30 carry 4 marks each 

23. Solve for x:  
2

𝑥+1
+

3

2(𝑥−2)
=

23

5𝑥
  , x ≠0, -1, 2 

OR 

A motor boat, whose speed is 15 km/hour in still water, goes 30 km downstream and 
comes back in a total of 4 hours and 30 minutes.  Determine the speed of the stream 

24. The sum of the first 20 terms of A.P. is 400 and sum of first 40 terms is 1600.  Find the 
sum of its first 10 terms. 

25. Prove that if a line is drawn parallel to one side of a triangle to intersect the other two 
sides in distinct points, then the other two sides are divided in the same ratio. 

OR 

Prove that in a right triangle, the square of the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the 
squares of the other two sides. 



26. Draw a triangle ABC with side BC = 6 cm, ∠B = 30°, ∠A = 120°.  Then construct a triangle 

whose sides are 4/3 times the corresponding sides of triangle ABC 

27. If   
𝑥
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28. The angle of elevation of a cloud from a point 60m above a lake is 30° and angle of 

depression of the reflection of the cloud in the lake is 60°. Find the height of the cloud from the 
surface of the lake. 

29.   Due to sudden floods, some welfare associations jointly requested the government to get    100 
tents fixed immediately and offered to contribute 50% of the cost.  If the lower part of each 
tent is of the form of a cylinder of diameter 4.2 m and height 4 m with the conical upper part 
of same diameter but of height 2.8 m and the canvas to be used cost Rs 100 per square meter, 
find the amount, the associations will have to pay.  What values are shown by these 
associations? (π = 22/7) 

30. The following distribution gives the weights of 60 students of a class.  Find the mean and 
mode weights of the students. 

Weight (in kg) 40-44 44-48 48-52 52-56 56-60 60-64 64-68 68-72 

Frequency     4     6    10    14    10     8     6     2  

OR 

Draw a less than type ogive of the following distribution 

  Marks  No. of students 
  0 – 10   5 
  10 – 20  4 
  20 – 30  8 
  30 – 40  10 
  40 – 50  15 
  50 – 60  18 
 
Find median from the graph 
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